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ABSTRACT 

For complex background, a hybrid hand detection algorithm 

based on the hand motion and the skin color is introduced. 

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is used for the Foreground 

Detection. Skin Detection is performed on Foreground 

objects.  For the purpose of Skin Detection a Look-up Table 

(LUT) is generated by collecting large number of skin color 

pixels in YCbCr color space. Skin segmentation is performed 

by thresholding each frame to obtain a binary image of the 

skin color area. Morphological operations are used to enhance 

the segmentation results. Experimental results show that the 

proposed algorithm can accurately detect different hand 

shapes under complex background, which is the most 

necessary step in the HCI. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Accurate hand detection is the core of any system involving 

HCI. This paper mainly focuses on the hand detection.  Hands 

are the most widely used body parts during gesturing.[22]. 

This statistics is shown in Fig. 1 in the form of a pie chart. 

Skin color, motion or texture cues of the hand can be 

effectively used for hand detection. Using skin color cue has 

some advantages; it allows faster processing and is robust to 

resolution changes. But this technique is plagued by some 

factors such as Illumination, Camera characteristics, 

Ethnicity. [20]. The techniques used for the skin color 

representation and segmentation are given in Fig.2. 

This paper focuses on the pixel based skin segmentation 

techniques. As the hand moves during gesturing motion cue of 

the hand is also helpful in hand detection. In this case the 

moving hand in a frame becomes foreground and the rest 

remains background. 

 

Fig 1: Pie chart showing different body parts used for 

gesturing in the literature [22] 

 

 

Fig 2: Classification of the major aspects of skin detection 

[15] 

2. PREVIOUS WORK 
In the literature, skin color cue is extensively used for the 

purpose of hand detection. Table 1 provide the results of the 

various skin segmentation techniques used previously, but 

only skin color cue is used for the segmentation and 

background is not much complex in most of the cases. The 

pixel based skin segmentation technique; explicitly defined 

Skin region makes use of the fact that the human skin forms a 

small cluster when represented in color space. This method 

makes use of the explicitly declared decision boundaries for 

the components of the color space in order to detect the skin. 

YCbCr color space was used in [1]. The skin color cluster is 

very compact in the YCbCr space [1].     Cb 140 and 

    Cr 165 these thresholds were applied to detect the 

skin pixels. The threshold gave very promising results with 

the ORL database. Similar technique was employed in [2] but 

with slightly different thresholds Cb=[133,173] and 

Cr=[77,127]. The skin detection was done in YCbCr as it has 

a great adaptability to video coding hence reducing the 

computational time. These values were found suitable for the 

database used. Representation of the skin color is affected 

considerably with variation of illumination, ethnicity, camera 

used for capturing the images etc. Skin colors of individuals 

cluster differently in the color space [3]. In order to overcome 

this challenge a method using combination of three color 

spaces involving RGB, HSV and YCbCr for the  

Table 1. Summary of the Skin Segmentation Methods [15] 

I: Indoor; VI: Varying Illumination; CB: Complex 

Background; O/B-LUT: Ordinary/Bayesian Look Up Table 
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purpose of skin segmentation is developed [4]. The thresholds 

of each color space were provided. Skin likely-hood binary 

image is obtained for each color space independently and at 

the end all the likely-hood images are combined to form the 

final segmented skin patch. The method proved to be efficient 

with the correct classification rate of 95.18% with complex 

background. The accuracy is found to improve at the cost of 

computational time. However, the threshold values change 

with color space. Performance of this method is very sensitive 

to illumination variance also it gives high true positive rate at 

expense of high false positive rate. 

Non-parametric modelling techniques like histogram based 

method is used in [6], HS color space is used for the skin 

representation. The face detector could detect faces with the 

accuracy of 88.9%. The result concludes that the Look-Up 

Table (LUT) approach of skin modelling is computationally 

efficient. This approach was also adopted by [5], [7]. 

Bayesian method is used in [9], [8], [10], [7]. However, Non-

parametric models lack the ability to interpolate the skin 

distribution, require large training set for better accuracy. The 

performance of the model is affected by the degree of skin 

and non-skin overlap also these methods require high storage. 

Parametric modelling techniques include, Single Gaussian 

Modelling (SGM) and Gaussian Mixture Modelling (GMM). 

SGM approach is used in [11] for skin color modelling using 

YCbCr space for her own image and video database. The 

performance of the SGM with GMM is compared in [14] by 

collecting 800 images containing people of different ethnic 

groups and concluded that the GMM is better than SGM. 

GMM with 5 components is used in [12] as a generic model to 

classify skin pixels. Then for further improvement of the 

accuracy the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier is 

used to predict the correct Gaussian for the classification. The 

false positive rate reduced by 8% using the two step process. 

A very comprehensive survey covering more than 100 

publications of foreground and background modelling 

techniques using GMM is presented by [13]. However, these 

methods are computationally expensive because of the 

conventional EM algorithm used for parameter estimation.  

Motion cue of the hand is not very popular. Also very little 

work has been done by using combination of two different 

cues. This paper exploits the possibility of obtaining a better 

hand detection results by combining motion cue and skin 

color cue in a hybrid approach. 

3. PROPOSED APPROACH 
Several methods of skin segmentation mentioned in the earlier 

section have certain limitations. Our goal is to detect hand in 

complex background as well as in varying illumination 

conditions. In order to overcome the imitations of using single 

skin segmentation method for hand detection; a hybrid 

approach using motion of the hand and faster skin 

segmentation is presented. Fig. 3 provides the basic flow of 

the algorithm and the techniques used at each stage.  

 
Fig 3: Proposed Hybrid approach 

 

3.1 Foreground Detection 
This is first stage of the proposed approach. This stage 

involves use of Gaussian Mixture Modelling (GMM) for 

foreground detection. The number of Gaussians to be 

considered depends upon the multimodality of the background 

available memory and computational power [13]. It was 

proposed by [21] to set number of Gaussians from 3 to 5. The 

principle behind the foreground detection is given below. Fig. 

4 shows the initial steps of the foreground detection 

algorithm. 
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Fig 4: Initial Steps of Foreground Detection algorithm 

 

The algorithm block shown in fig. 4 decides whether a pixel 

belongs to foreground or background. Initially the Gaussians 

are arranged in descending order of their weights. This is done 

assuming the Gaussian with the highest weight represents 

background due to the fact that background is more present 

than the foreground objects. [13] Initially a decision is to be 

made regarding how many Gaussians represent background 

for a particular pixel. In order to find that equation (1) is used, 

                      

 

   

  (1) 

     represents weight of the ith Gaussian at time t.  

BG_THR represents background threshold. 

B gives the number of Gaussians that represent background 

and the rest represent foreground. 

Now, pixel under consideration belongs to which Gaussian is 

determined as follows, when a new frame incomes at time 

t+1,  

                            (2) 

A match test is carried out for each Gaussian as given in 

equation (3), 

        
  (3) 

Where m is constant and     
  is the variance of the ith Gaussian 

at time t. here two cases can occur as follows, 

Case 1: A match is found with one of the K Gaussians, then 

match=1. If that Gaussian is representing background, 

according to the results of the equation (1), then the pixel is 

classified as background else it is foreground. The Gaussian 

parameters are updated as follows, 

                       (4) 

                          (5) 

      
       

                   
    (6) 

The mean and variance of the unmatched Gaussians are kept 

same and only their weights are updated as follows, 

                   (7) 

Case 2: No match is found with ay of the Gaussians, the pixel 

is considered as foreground. The Gaussian with the least 

weight (l) is replaced by a new Gaussian as follows, 

                         (8) 

                                 (9) 

      
                         (10) 

Again the Gaussians are arranged in descending order of their 

weight and the process is repeated. 

3.2 Skin Detection 
Next stage of the hybrid approach is applying skin 

segmentation on the foreground objects in order to detect 

hand. Non-Parametric skin modelling approach is used for 

skin segmentation. Flow chart of the Look-Up Table 

generation and skin detection is shown in fig.5. This 

algorithm gives a final binary image of the hand in each frame 

of the input video sequence. Then morphological operations 

are carried out on the final binary image so as to get achieve 

accurate hand detection. 

 
Fig 5: Flow chart of Skin Detection 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The difference between Foreground Detection stage of the 

proposed algorithm and the one given by [21] is that, in this 

case few initial frames of the video sequence are used for the 

online background learning and hand is not inserted in front of 

the camera till the background learning is over. This is done in 

order to learn the background efficiently and it gives more 

accurate foreground detection results. Table 2 gives the details 

of the parameters used for Foreground Detection. 

For Skin Detection Number of skin patches of people from 

various ethnic groups are collected under different 

illumination conditions. Fig.6 shows some of the skin patches 

collected. These patches are in RGB color space. These are 

converted to YCbCr color space for generating LUT. YCbCr 

color space is adopted by analyzing the distinct advantages it 

offers in skin detection, as mentioned in [3].  
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Table 2. Parameters used for Foreground 

Detection 

Parameter Value 

K 2 

BG_THR 0.7 

Training Frames 75 

  (Training/Detection) 0.9/0.003 

m 2.5 

 

 

Fig 6: Some of the collected skin patches 

 

A threshold for classifying a pixel as skin pixel or non-skin 

pixel is set by trial and error basis. Fig. 7 shows the output of 

the proposed hybrid approach in complex background, input 

frame, Foreground Detected image and the detected hand as a 

binary image. The complex background shown in Fig.7 (a) is 

filtered out to get the Foreground, fig. 7 (b) and after 

application of skin detection algorithm we finally get the 

detected hand in that frame, fig. 7 (c). 

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the proposed hybrid approach 

with other approaches. It can be easily interpreted from the 

fig. 8 that the proposed approach outperforms the other 

approaches considerably. Using only LUT approach or 

explicitly defined skin region approach increases the chances 

of false skin classification in complex backgrounds. The 

proposed method shows promising capabilities of handling 

complex backgrounds. 

 

   

   

(a) (b) (c) 

Fig 7: Hybrid approach, (a) Input Image, (b) Foreground, 

(c) Detected hand 

 

 

 

Input Image 

Method Output 
RGB image of 

Output 

Only LUT 

 
 

Explicitly Defined 

Skin Region 

  

Proposed Hybrid 

Approach 

  

Fig 8: Comparison of Proposed approach with different 

approaches. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a hybrid hand detection algorithm is presented. 

The results show that human skin color can be a reliable cue 

for detecting hand in complex background, if combined with 

the motion cue. The motion cue is obtained using GMM and 

the skin color cue is obtained using LUT. In case of hand 

detection in complex background, the proposed algorithm 

outperforms the existing skin detection methods. 

The hand detection in complex background is an initial step 

for every HCI systems and applications, for example, Sign 

Language Recognition. This work could be a foundation for 

the research work in Sign Language Recognition. 
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